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ABSTRACT9

Shearband boudins (asymmetric boudins showing slip along the inter-boudin10

surface, which is synthetic with respect to the bulk shear sense) are ubiquitous and11

well-exposed in HT simple shear zones. The present work aims to extend the12

methodology of analysis of shearband boudins developed by Goscombe and Passchier13

(2003). Such shearband boudins represent complex objects that require an adequate14

methodology for unambiguous kinematic interpretation.15

We propose new geometric parameters (Bbs, B-t, c’, D’, d, ψ’) in order to16

describe and identify, with confidence, the kinematics of boudinage in this particular17

geological framework. The key-observation for kinematic interpretation in simple18

shear regimes is the boudin axis (Lb) that is commonly present, excluding the19

necessity to identify the regional stretching lineation (Lx) in the metasedimentary20

matrix. In monoclinic HT simple shear zones, this approach involves the use of a local21

displacement plane (Sx), which is always normal to the boudin axis (Lb).22
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1. Introduction27

The terms boudin and boudinage were used for the first time by Lohest et al.28

(1908) to describe sausage-like structures occurring in psammite layers of the Lower-29

Devonian metasedimentary series in the Mardassonn quarry, near Bastogne (Ardenne,30

Belgium). In fact, these original structures look like boudins, but resulted from a31

sequence of deformation episodes that generated “textbook examples of mullions” (cf.32

Sintubin and Urai, 2007).33

The concept of boudinage has evolved from a purely descriptive term, without34

any kinematic implications (e.g., Lohest et al., 1908; Wegman, 1932), passing through35

a kinematic approach (Cloos, 1947), to the actual kinematic definition highlighted by36

Price and Cosgrove (1990) and later adopted by Goscombe et al. (2004).37

The placement of boudins in the universe of strained bodies in a ductile matrix38

may be taken as the response to the following question: what enables a body to be39

deformed as a boudin? This requires the consideration of several concepts, such as40

viscosity contrast, strain and mechanical constraints, external morphological axial41

ratios and deformation regimes (simple shearing vs. pure shearing).42

The difference in viscosity between the veins and the matrix has been cited as43

the major factor that determines the evolution of boudinage (Ghosh and Sengupta,44

1999; Mandal et al., 2000; Bons et al., 2004; Goscombe et al., 2004; Treagus and Lan,45

2004). Nevertheless, this statement is not sufficient to explain the generation of all46

types of boudins, and has been questioned in several studies. When structures, like47

foliation boudins are generated, authors like Mandal et al. (2000) admit the existence48

of boudin genesis at low viscosity contrast, while Arslan et al. (2008) suggest that49

genesis of foliation boudins may be independent of viscosity contrast. Indeed, such50



structures only have a certain geometric identity with boudins, and were generated in51

a distinct way.52

In situations of high viscosity contrast, boudinage is controlled by the53

occurrence of fracturing with simultaneous shearing and extensional components,54

which affect the strained bodies in the ductile matrix (Mandal et al., 2000). These55

authors define different types of boudins, for high strength ratio between individual56

brittle and ductile layers, using the relationship between the tensile stress and the57

compressive stress, respectively, acting in brittle layers.58

Analysis of boudinage usually considers bodies of infinite dimension. In Nature,59

this geometric condition cannot occur, and is rarely approximated. There is a shape60

ratio representing the limit at which the tabular structure ceases to generate boudins,61

and it will behave instead as a solid particle in ductile matrix, described by the models62

of Jeffery (1922) and Eshelby (1957). Theoretically, the rotation of these bodies is63

locked only for very low a/c shape ratios (external morphological axis: a – short axes64

and c – long axes), giving rise to the possibility that boudinage will occur. Ghosh and65

Ramberg (1976) and Rambousek et al. (2005), discussing the influence of the a/c ratio66

on the rotation of elongate rigid inclusions, during combined pure and simple shear,67

confirmed the stabilization of long axes parallel to the shear plane when the a/c ratio68

reaches a suitable value.69

As stated above, different authors, at different times, have different approaches70

to explain the boudinage phenomena. From this summary remains that the three major71

factors that control the boudinage are: the deformation regime (pure shearing vs.72

simple shearing), the external morphological axial ratio (shape ratio) and the viscosity73

contrast.74



A methodology for boudin analysis was recently established by Goscombe and75

co-authors (Goscombe and Passchier, 2003; Goscombe et al., 2004). Nevertheless,76

this methodology does not clarify all the types of boudins, and, usually has77

application only in ideal geometric cases. Therefore, the present work results from the78

need to better define the criteria for interpreting the kinematics of boudins, extending79

the analysis to the case of HT simple shear zones and some ill-defined shearband80

boudins.81

For the easiest perception of the use of boudins as kinematic indicators in82

simple shear zones, it is necessary to define geometric parameters that must be simple83

to record and combine. Frequently, the geometry of the boudins leads to an84

ambiguous interpretation of their kinematics. The proposed methodology seeks to85

overcome this limitation.86

The approach developed uses field data from the sector of Salgosa that presents87

an excellent set of outcrops of different boudins. This sector is part of the Malpica-88

Lamego ductile shear zone (MLDSZ), a major crustal Variscan structure in the NW of89

the Iberian Peninsula. (Rodrigues et al., 1999; Llana-Fúnez and Marcos, 2001; see90

section 3.1)91

92

2. Geometric analysis of boudins and significance of parameters93

A recent boudin definition considers it as a body resulting from a process of94

disruption of layers, bodies or foliation planes within the rock mass as a response to95

extension along the enveloping surface (Goscombe et al., 2004).96

There are other bodies with geometric affinities with boudins, but subjected to a97

different genetic interpretation. These are the cases of pseudo-boudins or misleading98



boudin-like structures referred to by Bons et al. (2004), for example mullions and99

sigmoidal structures.100

Boudins can be classified into a kinematic and geometric scheme as proposed101

by Goscombe et al. (2004). Table 1 presents a summary of such classification.102

103

Table 1104

105

2.1. Definition of parameters106

In its simplistic form, the shearband boudin “anatomy” can be described as a107

parallelepiped body with four opposite sides two by two, whose edges are alternately108

acute and obtuse, referred herein, respectively, as the sharp tip (S-t) and blunt tip (B-109

t).110

The geometric analysis as proposed by Goscombe and Passchier (2003)111

identifies the group of parameters that are described in Table 2 and Fig. 1. The most112

important parameters are Lb, L, W, θ, D and some relationships established between113

them (L/W, D/W, L/W vs. θ and D/W vs. θ).114

115

Table 2116

117

Fig. 1118

In addition to the parameters highlighted as the most significant to shearband119

boudin analysis in Table 2, Goscombe et al. (2004) present a set of other parameters120

and related concepts used in boudin characterization. For the dependence with the121

inter-boudin surface (Sib), the concepts of slip sense (lateral displacement along Sib,122

with respect to bulk shear sense), vergence (relation between bulk shear sense and Sib123



inclination) and “drag” on Sib (sense of apparent drag on boudin face) are used. On124

this surface are also described the slickenlines, or mineral elongation lineations, (Lib),125

that are the expression of the movement within it. Angular relationships between126

geometrical entities, such as the degree of departure from monoclinic symmetry (δ -127

the acute angle between the regional stretching lineation and the Lb), or the relative128

block rotation (α - the angle between envelope surface and Lb) or obliquity of the129

boudin train (ψ - the angle between Se and the fabric attractor), are useful to describe130

a complete orientation of a boudin block. Goscombe et al. (2004) also propose other131

dimensional parameters, like the two components of extension (N - displacement132

normal and across Sib and M - extension of boudinage parallel to Se and normal to133

Lb).134

The boudin analysis proposed in this work includes the measurement of the Lb135

orientation (Fig. 1), a parameter defined, but not explored, by Goscombe et al. (2004),136

as a fundamental element of the kinematic analysis in simple shear. In the area under137

study, Lb proved always to be perpendicular to a local displacement plane (Sx), which138

raises the question whether this relationship is exclusive to symmetries higher than139

triclinic (Goscombe et al., 2004; Reddy and Buchan, 2005) or is independent of the140

symmetry. Sx is defined in Fig. 2 as the plane that contains different lineations141

(stretching lineation in the host rock, mineral lineation along the inter-boudin plane,142

called Lib by Goscombe et al. (2004), and mineral lineation on the boudin exterior143

surface, reworked as slickensides). Sx is the plane where the maximum asymmetry144

can be observed, therefore its normal (Lb) is inferred to be parallel to the vorticity145

axis.146

The identification and measurement of the orientation of Lb, that corresponds to147

the vorticity axis (a relation valid to flows in simple shear), allows us to recognize that148



Sx statistically includes the direction of displacement in the shear plane, since Sx is149

always normal to Lb in simple shear (Fig. 2). This relationship is imposed by150

geometry and symmetry reasons (Neumann and Curie principles, Paterson and Weiss,151

1961) and was broadly verified in fieldwork.152

153

Fig. 2154

155

The L and W dimensional parameters are measured in two normal directions156

(Fig. 1). Nevertheless, their absolute orientations are not well constrained because the157

shearband boudins rarely correspond to a plane of unbiased measurement. In fact, the158

shearband boudins rarely show parallelepiped shapes, but, commonly, they are159

irregular, curved and limited by incompletely exposed surfaces. As a consequence of160

this practical difficulty, a new orientation parameter Bbs (bisector boudin surface)161

was introduced, defined as the plane containing Lb and the line joining the two sharp162

tips of the shearband boudin.163

A secondary synthetic shear plane associated with boudinage development can164

be identified that is distinct from the C´ penetrative shearband cleavage related with165

pseudo-boudinage structure (Bosworth, 1984). This new parameter is denoted as c’166

type-I (Fig. 1), in order to avoid any confusion. The parameter c´ type-I represents a167

kinematic surface, easy to recognize and measure, that includes Sib (the interboudin168

surface), D (the distance between homologous points in two adjacent boudins) and D’169

(the separation between two adjacent boudins) - Fig. 1. The notation c’ type-I is used170

to refer to the structure as well as to its orientation.171

The surface morphology of boudins in HT shear zones departs significantly172

geometrically from the original tabular body surface. The most remarkable features173



are the sharp tips and the presence of two convex surfaces bulging outwards the174

external envelope of the shearband boudin, disposed symmetrically at opposite175

locations of both sides of the boudin, designated as the blunt tip (B-t) - Fig. 1. These176

geometries could result from mass accumulation or mechanical erosion processes177

directly related to the genesis of shearband boudins.178

The fieldwork suggested that the asymmetry imposed by the B-t position on179

boudin envelope could be sensitive to the amount of deformation. In an attempt to180

measure this asymmetry two parameters were introduced (Fig. 1 and Table 2): d -181

internal displacement width (line segment defined between orthogonal projection on182

Bbs of diametric opposite B-t) and ψ’ - angular internal asymmetry (angular183

relationship that is measured as a function of the opposite B-t positions).184

The parameter Ψ‘ is a direct function proportional to Ψ (angular deformation),185

because both have limits between 0º (original layer without deformation) and 90º186

(maximum theoretical deformation) and respond directly to the incremental strain.187

However, despite being an easily measured field parameter, its behaviour during188

deformation is not yet well known.189

190

2.2. Methodology191

The parameters (Bbs and c´ type-I) introduced in this study prove to be192

particularly useful for distinguishing between shearband boudins and domino boudins.193

In shearband boudins, the position of the sharp tip and blunt tip is well-defined194

as well as the position of Bbs, which is unequivocally defined between the two195

opposite sharp tips (Fig. 3A). The c’ type-I is always synthetic with the bulk shear196

sense, and a sequence of B-t, S-t, S-t, B-t tips, defined in two consecutive bodies, can197

be observed along a given c’ type-I surface.198



In the general case of domino boudins, at first sight, there are two possible199

orientations of the Bbs, because all the four edges of a boudin seem to be sharp tips.200

On domino boudins, four consecutive sharp tips are identified along the c' type-I201

surface, so a new notation is introduced here to identify two distinct tips: S-text for202

those that are in the endpoints and S-tint for those falling in the interior (Fig. 3B). The203

correct positioning of Bbs must be the one that passes through the internal opposite204

acute tips (Fig. 3B). A sequence of four sharp tips (S-text, S-tint, S-tint, S-text) can be205

observed along a given c’ surface or, in the presence of flanking structures, the same206

is defined but the sequence is S-t, B-t, B-t, S-t (Fig. 3C).207

208

Fig. 3209

210

The field approach to the geometric analysis of shearband boudins, performed211

with the purpose of their description and kinematic interpretation, must be212

implemented using a well-defined methodology. In aiming for a universal application213

it is desirable to adopt a purely descriptive approach, accomplished in several steps. In214

the geometric analysis of shearband boudins the displacement plane (Sx) that, by215

definition, is perpendicular to foliation (Sn) and contains the host-rock stretching216

lineation (Lx), must be used, which is valid for general deformation zones with217

monoclinic symmetry. As Lx is not always clearly visible in the surroundings of a218

boudin, the observation plane to perform measures is given by Lb, using the219

perpendicular relationship between Sx and the boudin axis (Lb) (Fig. 2). Whenever220

Lb or Sx (that contains Lx) are hidden, this method cannot be applied since it is not221

possible to control the observation plane.222



The observation of the matrix external foliation related to the development of223

shear zones is a sine qua non condition to determine the shear zone kinematics. This224

foliation (Sn) is, itself, an active deformation structure and for high strain magnitudes225

it tends to be sub-parallel to the bulk shear plane - C plane. In general, in simple shear226

the foliation does not match the XY plane of the finite strain ellipsoid nor the C plane,227

except for high (tending to infinite) strain deformation. In the vicinity of boudins it is228

usual to ascribe deflection of Sn as a ductile response due to synthetic or antithetic229

rotation of the body. So, it is necessary to look for a measure of Sn outside the contact230

strain zone where Sn remains planar.231

The identification of the boudin bisector surface (Bbs) is an important parameter232

making possible the measurement of the internal asymmetry width (d) and kinematics233

(Fig. 1). In simple shear, the Bbs of foliation-parallel boudin trains is rarely parallel or234

sub-parallel to Sn, usually showing an antithetic rotation relatively to the kinematic of235

the shear plane (Fig. 4A). This antithetic rotation is also valid for foliation-oblique236

boudin trains (Fig. 4B).237

238

Fig. 4239

240

The detection of the two blunt tips (B-t) is fundamental to identifying the241

kinematic criteria of isolated boudins (Fig. 1). Usually, B-t corresponds to the242

development of a convex surface bulging into the matrix at the intersection between243

Sb and c’ type-I. This shape could result from a mechanism of material migration due244

to the rotation and translation of the body. The position of B-t relatively to Bbs must245

define a local asymmetry, where the two blunt tips are in a diametrically opposite246

position, alternating with sharp tips (S-t) that are the endpoints of Bbs.247



The measurement of the boudin internal asymmetry (d) requires the definition,248

on the Bbs line, of the intersection points with the orthogonal projection of lines249

connecting the maximum curvature points of the B-t surface. By definition, d is the250

width of the line segment defined between those intersection points (Fig. 1).251

The boudin length (L) and the boudin width (W) give the dimensions of the252

body. The ratio L/W is often used as a characteristic feature of boudin type. The253

acquisition of these data must be initiated by measuring L parallel to the plane that254

was originally the exterior surface of the tabular body (Sb), followed by the measure255

of W (maximum boudin thickness), that must be orthogonal to L. In the studied256

shearband boudins L is generally greater than W.257

The identification of c´ type-I planes is made through the recognition of the258

links between the blunt tips (B-t) of successive shearband boudins (Fig. 3A). The259

effectiveness of this parameter derives from the fact that its kinematics are synthetic260

to the regional bulk shear plane (C plane).261

The measurement of inter-boudin displacement D’ (an underestimate of D262

useful in shearband boudins in HT simple shear zones), when observable, gives in263

conjunction with d, an approximation of the minimum displacement of the shear zone.264

It is measured on the c´ type-I surface, between two consecutive sharp tips (S-t) of265

adjacent boudins (Fig. 1 and Fig. 3A).266

267

3. The example of Malpica-Lamego Ductile Shear Zone268

3.1. Geological setting269

The Malpica-Lamego Ductile Shear Zone (MLDSZ) extends c.a. 275 kilometres270

with a NW-SE orientation parallel to the trend of the Variscan belt of NW Iberia (Fig.271

5).272



273

Fig. 5274

275

This crustal tectonic structure was previously described in terms of two different276

strike-slip shear zone segments: The Malpica-Vigo Shear Zone in the northern part277

(Iglesias and Choukroune, 1980) and the Vigo-Régua Ductile Shear Zone in the278

southern part (Ferreira et al., 1987).279

The kinematics in the northern part is well established with a multiphase280

movement (Llana-Fúnez and Marcos, 2001). Initial movement was as a complex281

reverse fault, 365-315 Ma (Rodriguez, 2005), coeval with the period of nappe282

tectonics of the second regional Variscan deformation phase (D2). Following this283

episode, there was a dextral strike-slip movement, 300-310 Ma (Rodriguez, 2005),284

related to a sub-vertical tectonic style of post-nappe tectonics during continent-285

continent collision, corresponding to the third regional Variscan deformation phase286

(D3).287

In the southern part only the strike-slip movement is well recognized (e.g.,288

Fernandes, 1961; Ferreira et al. 1987; Pereira et al. 1993; Coke et al. 2000) with a289

multiphase kinematic interpretation: dextral during the D1 and D2 (370-310/315 Ma)290

and sinistral during the D3 (310/315-300 Ma) Variscan deformation phases (Ribeiro,291

1974). Holtz (1987) recognized an early thrust event (D1) followed by an episode that292

changed the structural vergence before the sinistral strike-slip event (D3).293

The present level of exposure shows Middle Palaeozoic shear structures formed294

at mid-crustal levels in a strike-slip tectonic regime. The shear zone has a regionally295

consistent subvertical and west-dipping foliation, and a sub-horizontal stretching296

lineation.297



The western hanging wall units in contact with the MLDSZ belong to the298

parautochthon of the Galicia-Trás-os-Montes Zone (GTOMZ) of the Iberian Variscan299

Belt.300

The eastern footwall rocks of the northern part of the MLDSZ belong to the301

allochthonous complexes of the Malpica-Tui Unit (MTU) of the GTOMZ, while in302

the southern part the shear zone develops along parautochthonous and autochthonous303

sequences of Central Iberian Zone (CIZ) and related granitic rocks, with no apparent304

structural gap between the border blocks.305

Granodioritic porphiritic rocks, whose emplacement was structurally controlled306

by this crustal anisotropy, characterise all shear zone pathways, particularly at its307

southern tip.308

In the Salgosa sector, the MLDSZ is recorded as a high temperature (HT, as309

defined by Scholz, 1980), heterogeneous and progressive simple shear zone, with bulk310

left-lateral kinematics.311

The deformation zone is marked by a generalized foliation (Sn) defined by312

Bt+Ms±Sil (mineral symbols according to Kretz, 1983) with a median attitude of313

N330º/85ºW. A mineral lineation stretching marked by sillimanite fibres, plunges 10-314

30º to N158º.315

The thermo-barometric evolution of metamorphic rocks related to the MLDSZ,316

after the exhumation episode of allochthonous complexes of the Malpica-Tui Unit,317

records a common pathway under conditions of low pressure (~0.4GPa) and high318

temperature (~550ºC) compatible with the paragenetic occurrence of sillimanite319

instead of andalusite.320

In the Salgosa sector, deformed granitic aplite-pegmatite intrusive bodies321

(Qtz+Fk+Ms, Qtz+Fk+Ms+Tur, Qtz+Fk+Ms±Tur±Grt – mineral symbols according322



to Kretz, 1983) and metamorphic segregation veins (Qtz, Qtz+Ms, Qtz+And+Ms,323

Qtz+And+Sil±Ms) of different ages are exposed, showing structures such as324

shearband boudins, not always with the classical morphology or with clear325

kinematics.326

327

3.2. Results and discussion328

The values obtained in the study of Salgosa sector (MLDSZ) shearband boudins329

(number of data in database = 207), are presented in this section highlighting relative330

rather than absolute values, since it is hoped that they can be used for comparison331

purposes with other simple shear zones.332

Bbs (Fig. 1) azimuths present a natural dispersion around an average value in a333

statistical normal distribution (Fig. 6A). Despite the relative heterogeneity of the334

geological environment and even some deformation partitioning, the amount of335

antithetic rotation of the shearband boudins (measure by the angle between Bbs and336

Sn) shows a regular trend. This fact provides statistical confidence in this parameter,337

which allows wider use in a kinematic approach.338

The statistical analysis of dispersion of c’ type-I orientation values shows a339

central tendency with a slight dispersion to the right (Fig. 6B), that allows the use of340

this value as a regional reference orientation, despite this asymmetry. One possible341

explanation for this asymmetry is the progressive parallelism with Sn, which possibly342

results from the deformation intensity.343

The parameter d takes an absolute value, which depends on the size of the344

boudin, so a normalization of this value using the length L should be performed. The345

histogram of normalized d values (dnor, Fig. 6C) shows a bimodal tendency, with two346

slightly different normalized values (0.4 and 0.6 respectively), but quite distinct347



absolute values. This may be the result of two different intensities of strain related to348

local deformation partition observed in the field, which was enhanced by ductility349

contrasts related to different lithological veins.350

351

Fig. 6352

353

Goscombe and Passchier (2003) stated that the relationship between the boudin354

axial length (L) and width (W), the ratio L/W, displays different average values in355

foliation parallel boudin trains, in shearband boudins (average value of L/W = 3.62)356

and in domino boudins (average value of L/W = 2.12).357

The present study shows that the axial relation L/W does not control the358

determination of boudin type. This finding arises from the analysis of the field data359

presented in Table 3. These reveal the presence of shearband boudins in a broad range360

of L/W, varying between 0.87 and 17.8 (average value = 3.34). This wide range of361

L/W ratios could be a consequence of the variable viscosity ratios between the matrix,362

weak metamorphic segregation veins (82% of the studied bodies), and stronger363

granitic aplite-pegmatite tabular bodies (18% of the studied bodies). In both cases, the364

rheological conditions in HT shear zones occur under high homologous temperatures365

(T/Tm, where Tm is the solidus temperature of the system), giving the geological366

materials an enhanced ability to flow and deform. A consequence of this behaviour is367

that W is always shorter than the width of the original layer, and L is always longer368

than the initial length of the boudin. It seems that the type of boudin does not depend369

either on its axial ratio (L/W) or on the viscosity contrast (metamorphic veins/matrix370

vs. aplite-pegmatites bodies/matrix), but it may depend on a not yet completely371



defined parameter that reflects the bulk ductility of the materials subject to372

deformation.373

The D’/W ratio represents the displacement between boudins normalized by374

width. The analysis of field data in MLDSZ (Table 3) reveals the presence of375

shearband boudins with a broad range of D’/W, varying between 0.0 and 11.1 (mean376

value = 1.6). This ratio is not used in situations of overlap between adjacent shearband377

boudins. The values of D’/W, that correlate with the displacement along c´ type-I,378

may have a significant influence on the evaluation of the regional extension.379

The deviation from the parallelepiped geometry, defined by the acute angle380

between Sb and Sib (θ), respectively, the long side and short side of he boudin, only381

gives a qualitative measure of the deformation intensity of the boudin, because there382

is not a straightforward relationship between this angle and the quantitative383

deformation parameters. In fact, in the initial stage of shearband boudin deformation,384

θ values are higher than in the final stages of deformation. The θ values measured in385

MLDSZ have a mean value of 13.8º with a standard deviation of 9.0º (Table 3).386

387

Table 3388

389

Goscombe and Passchier (2003) use the parameters L/W and D/W vs. θ to390

describe the geometry of foliation-parallel boudin trains. The relationships between391

these parameters (Fig. 7) can delimit the field of shearband boudins of Goscombe and392

Passchier (2003) and allows comparison with those studied in MLDSZ. In Fig. 7B,393

the data from Goscombe and Passchier (2003) were plotted using D/W values instead394

of D’/W, with the purpose of enabling comparison with θ values. This constraint on395

data projected on the vertical-axis only implies shrinkage of the points along this axis.396



To the above-mentioned authors the shearband boudins are characterized by values of397

θ between 20º and 60º and ratios of L/W < 15 (Fig. 7A) and D/W < 8 (Fig. 7B). A398

distinctive feature of S-slip (synthetic-slip boudinage) shearband boudins in foliation-399

parallel boudins trains is their low values of θ and a L/W ratio varying from low400

values (common to other types of boudins) to relatively high values.401

In the MLDSZ, Fig. 7 shows a shift of the points towards lower values of angle402

θ than those measured by Goscombe and Passchier (2003) and slightly higher403

normalized displacement, even using D’/W values. For lower θ, the ratio L/W seems404

to be limited by a minimum value. This generalized trend means that, probably, the405

deformation ratio is higher in HT shear zones (e.g., MLDSZ) than in the area studied406

by Goscombe et al. (2004).407

408

Fig. 7409

410

Among the angular relationships that can be set between the directional411

parameters, the angle Bbs∧Sn (Sn is the regional matrix foliation that matches the412

bulk shear plane) is the most interesting from a statistical point of view, since it has a413

quasi-normal distribution around a central value (Fig. 8 and Table 3). Low values of414

this angle indicate the existence of a high degree of parallelism between the long axes415

of boudins and the bulk shear zone direction, a situation that, when verified, leads to416

some ambiguity in kinematic interpretation.417

418

Fig. 8419

420



The angle c’ type-I∧Sn has an average value of 8.3º (Table 3) and the histogram421

(Fig. 6) shows a left asymmetrical distribution (negative values). These negative422

values are associated with boudins with ill-defined geometries that, in some cases, are423

the result of a complex shape evolution. The distribution of the angle Bbs∧c´ type-I424

(Fig. 8 and Table 3) has also a left asymmetry, as a consequence of the c´ type-I425

values dispersion.426

427

428

4. Discussion: kinematic interpretation of boudins429

The classical kinematic interpretation of asymmetric boudins requires430

knowledge of the sense of the slip-direction on the surface separating boudins. In431

order to use the asymmetric boudins as shear sense indicators (e.g., Etchecopar, 1977;432

Swanson, 1992; McNicoll and Brown, 1995), the identification of the bulk shear433

sense requires the interpretation of slip sense on this surface: synthetic-slip boudinage434

(S-slip) or antithetic-slip boudinage (A-slip). The approach proposed in this work is435

based on the observation of new parameters and relationships, overcoming this need.436

The kinematic interpretation of asymmetric boudins requires measurements in437

the plane of the movement, i.e., in the plane perpendicular to foliation and parallel to438

stretching lineation. Among others, Goscombe and Passchier (2003) concluded that439

the kinematic interpretation cannot be done if the stretching lineation (Lx) is not440

known or if it is oblique to boudin axis (Lb). Besides, when this measurement is made441

in the vicinity of boudins, the mechanisms involved in boudinage could cause442

geometric changes in the matrix, which mask and change the regional Lx.443

The coplanar relationship of Lib with a mineral stretching lineation on the444

boudin exterior surface and an orthogonal relationship between these two structures445



with Lb, indicates that Lb tends to be the π-pole of the local displacement plane Sx446

(Fig.2). Consequently, this makes interpretation of the bulk kinematics possible even447

in the absence of a visible Sx, since Lb is relatively easy to determine in each boudin.448

Nevertheless, it is necessary to take precautions in the identification and measurement449

of Lb. These relations must be observed with care because the supporting data come450

from a simple shear domain with monoclinic symmetry.451

In fact, the local kinematics does not necessarily correspond to the bulk452

kinematics, since the presence of anisotropic and heterogeneous materials results in453

spatial variations in the geometric and angular parameters of boudins. Therefore,454

shear zone kinematic analysis requires a statistical validation of each individual455

criterion, determined in each boudin. This procedure is beyond the scope of this456

paper.457

The angle Bbs^Sn is closed to parameter θ (the angle between Sb and Sn,458

designed as block rotation angle) proposed by Goscombe et al. (2004). Generally, Bbs459

is not parallel to Sn (in the MLDSZ, Sn is coincident with the boundary of the shear460

zone). Thus, for foliation-parallel boudin trains, the Bbs surface suffers a rotation461

relative to the foliation in the host rock that is antithetic with respect to the bulk shear462

sense (Fig. 4A). In foliation-oblique boudin trains, the Bbs rotation is also antithetic to463

to the kinematics of the shear zone. The angle Bbs^Sn is positive for 80% of the464

studied shearband boudins in the MLDSZ (Fig. 8, Table 3). Therefore, it can be465

concluded that clockwise rotation of shearband boudins is compatible with sinistral466

slip of the bulk shear zone, and vice versa. This means that clockwise rotation of the467

body is a successful criterion for identifying the sinistral sense of the shear zone468

kinematics (Fig. 8).469



The internal asymmetry of shearband boudins, characterized by the existence of470

blunt tips (B-t), combined with the boudin bisector surface (Bbs), allow a secure471

criterion to identify the shear kinematics. Thus, after identification of the attitude of472

the Lb and, implicitly, Sx, the observer must look parallel to the Bbs at a sharp tip of473

the boudin, looking towards the interior of the boudin. If the nearest B-t is on his left-474

hand and the Bbs deviates clockwise from Sn, then the shear zone has a left-hand475

kinematics (Fig. 4); otherwise, if the nearest B-t is on his right-hand and the Bbs476

deviates counter-clockwise from Sn, the shear has a right-hand kinematics. This is477

applicable to all the possible shear zones types, since there is coincidence between the478

criteria based on B-t and Bbs, i.e., the position of the B-t is well defined and agrees479

with the relative position of Bbs. The utilization of B-t criterion was valid to identify480

the true kinematics of the shear zone in 98% of the cases (Table 3).481

The movement along c' type-I structure has synthetic kinematics relative to the482

shear zone, i.e., sinistral displacements indicate that the shear zone has left-hand483

kinematics. The angle c´ type-I^Sn in the MLDSZ, indicative of the position of c´484

type-I relative to the shear zone plane (since the foliation coincides with the shear485

plane), is positive in 84% of the cases (Table 3), being, in most cases, coherent with486

the kinematics of the shear zone (Fig. 8).487

The described criteria (Bbs orientation, B-t relative position and c’ type-I488

orientation) could be used independently as a first approximation to the kinematics of489

the boudin. However, to achieve a more consistent determination, at least, two of490

these criteria should be coincident, because in HT shear zones flow complexities491

could lead to a perturbation of these relationships. Additionally, the determination of492

the shear zone displacement plane imposes the identification of the statistical attitude493

of Lb and also of the orientation of the matrix foliation (Sn).494



This approach was validated through fieldwork in the Salgosa sector of the495

MLDSZ, where it was successfully applied to all of the studied boudins. The results496

are synthesized in Table 3 and Fig. 8.497

Sometimes, in the vicinity of the boudins in HT simple shear zones the matrix498

presents crenulations that may be useful for kinematic interpretation, as stated by499

Goscombe and Passchier (2003). The orientation of crenulation axes parallel to Lb500

can be used to identify, for example, sinistral shear movements and dextral shear501

movements, through the observation of s-folds and z-folds, respectively, once the502

outcrop orientation is taken into account (Fig. 9).503

504

Fig. 9505

506

When dealing with ill-defined shearband boudins, the Bbs orientation could be507

the most difficult parameter to measure, especially when the angle Bbs^Sn is low.508

Fig. 10 summarizes the parameters and the kinematic criteria applied to509

shearband boudins in HT strike-slip shear zones.510

511

Fig. 10512

513

The application of this method to different shearband boudins is illustrated in514

Fig. 11, with examples taken from our own fieldwork (MLDSZ and Porto-Tomar-515

Ferreira do Alentejo Shear Zone - Dias and Ribeiro, 1993; Fernandez et al., 2003) and516

from the literature (KaoKo Belt, Namibia - Goscombe and Passchier, 2003).517

518



Fig. 11519

520

5. Conclusions521

The proposed methodology and parameterisation of shearband boudins is useful522

for kinematic analysis of shearband boudins, in HT simple shear zones with523

monoclinic symmetry.524

The new parameters have allowed trouble-free identification and measurement525

in boudin trains that depart from the classical original morphology, such as those526

studied in Salgosa sector (MLDSZ).527

The key observation concerning the interpretation of boudinage is the528

identification of the boudin axis (Lb). Once this is resolved, the observation plane is529

determined by the relationship between Lb and Sx (a plane defined in this work that530

contains the stretching lineation in monoclinic symmetries).531

The external morphology of shearband boudins in HT simple shear zones532

diverges from the classical parallelepipedic shape, with the development of two533

opposite blunt tips (B-t), truncated by secondary shear planes (c’ type-I) defined534

between adjacent shearband boudins.535

The Bbs, a directional parameter, and its angular relationships (angles Bbs^Sn536

and Bbs^c’ type-I), are more suitable to measurement of shearband boudins than the537

direction of Sb or Sib (so, the value of angle θ) because of its irregularity and poor538

definition.539

The utilization of d and ψ ' gives a numerical quantification that could be540

correlated with the internal deformation (evaluated in an empirical way) in shearband541

boudins; the proposed ψ' parameter has a relation with the deformation similar to the542

angular deformation parameter ψ.543



The measurement of inter-boudin displacement, D’ (component of boudin544

external deformation), an underestimate of D, gives in conjunction with d (the545

component of boudin internal deformation) an approximation to the minimum546

regional displacement.547

In shearband boudins in HT simple shear zones, the values of L and W represent548

the width and the length of the boudin body, but rarely are the width and length of549

original bodies, as in domino boudins where these parameters could be defined550

without doubt. Although the ratio L/W and the θ parameter can give, a quantification551

of the internal deformation of boudin bodies, in HT simple shear zones they are not552

sufficient because they aren’t sensitive to the most important features of boudin553

internal deformation: the bulging and asymmetric position of the blunt tips, that we554

propose to measure with an angle (ψ') and a length (d).555

The kinematic interpretation of shearband boudins using the proposed556

parameters is made taking into account the Bbs orientation (which rotates557

antithetically relative to the bulk shear sense), c’ type-I kinematics (synthetic to the558

bulk shear sense) and the relative position of B-t and Bbs (on the right side this means559

dextral bulk shear, and vice versa).560

561

562
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Fig. 1 – Most important geometric parameters of shearband boudins in HT simple shear

zones as defined by Goscombe and Passchier (2003) and in the present work. Bulk shear

sense is sinistral. The geometry of these boudins departs from the one of an ideal

symmetric body, whereby the identification of some parameters is of some practical

difficulty, such as the measurement of D.



Fig. 2 – Geometric relationship between the boudin axis (Lb) and the local displacement

plane (Sx). It was observed that, in MLDSZ, the angle between stretching lineation

(contained in Sx) and the boudin axis (Lb) is always 90º. The scheme represents the

lineation on the inter-boudin surface (Lib) and on the boudin exterior surface. Shear sense

is sinistral. Further explanation is in the text.



Fig. 3 – Common sequences of boudin tips that were used to identify some boudin types:

A- shearband boudin (B-t, S-t, S-t, B-t); B- domino boudin (S-text, S-tint, S-tint, S-text); C-

domino boudin with flanking folds (S-t, B-t, B-t, S-t). The shear sense is sinistral for all

the types.



Fig. 4 – Boudinage kinematic criteria - Bbs, B-t and c’ type-I. A- foliation-parallel

boudin train; B- foliation-oblique boudin train. Independently of original relationship

between the isolated boudin and the regional foliation, Bbs, B-t and c´ type-I orientation

have similar relative position and spatial development. Shear sense is sinistral.



Fig. 5 – Geologic sketch map of the Variscan belt of NW Iberia, with the localization of

studied sector of Salgosa on the Malpica - Lamego Ductile Shear Zone (MLDSZ). This

crustal structure was previously described in terms of two different strike-slip shear zone

segments: Malpica-Vigo Shear Zone (Iglesias and Choukroune, 1980), in the northern

part, and Vigo-Régua Ductile Shear Zone, in the southern part (Ferreira et al., 1987). CIZ

– Centro Iberian Zone; GTOMZ – Galicia-Trás-os-Montes Zone. Adapted of Ribeiro et

al. (1990) and Llana-Fúnez and Marcos (2001).



Fig. 6 – Variation of the most significant geometric parameters of shearband boudins

(number of data in database = 207) in MLDSZ. The histogram and the cumulative curve

describe: A- a quasi-normal distribution to Bbs; B- a right asymmetric distribution to c’

type-I; C- a bimodal distribution to dnorm. It should be noted that 90% of data from Bbs

fall in a narrow range of 20º. The orientation of c´ type-I shows a central value well

marked and a right asymmetry that could reflect its tendency to parallelise to foliation

(Sn). The bimodal tendency of dnorm shows a high degree of overlap, which masks the

possible register of the partition, for local deformation. On histograms A and B an arrow

marks the average value of regional foliation (Sn) = 330º/85ºW.



Fig. 7 – Projection of the ratios from the shearband boudins in MLDSZ in comparison

with the fields of shearband boudins (adapted from Goscombe and Passchier, 2003): A-

L/W; B- D’/W (and D/W). In order to analyse the relation of the data with θ, the ratio

D/W from Goscombe et al. (2004) was projected instead of D’/W. Closed symbols

indicate the data set obtained in the present study.



Fig. 8 – Relations between typical parameters of shearband boudin for the MLDSZ

sinistral shear zone. The angular relationship between Bbs, c’ type-I and Sn, is generally

positive; dash line represents relative standard deviation for each parameter. The

conventional signs used to denote angular relationships between directional parameters

are also represented.



Fig. 9 – Matrix crenulations (in vicinity of shearband boudins), used as kinematics

criterion to boudinage. A- left-hand boudin (s-folds) and B- right-hand boudin (z-folds).

The presence of crenulations allows confirming the interpretation of kinematic.



Dextral shear zone Sinistral shear zone

Bbs orientation

Bbs rotated counter-clockwise
relatively to Sn

Bbs rotated clockwise relatively
to Sn

B-t relative position

On the right side of Bbs On the left side of Bbs

c’ type-I  orientation

Synthetic with shear zone (rotated
clockwise relatively to Sn)

Synthetic with shear zone
(rotated counter-clockwise
relatively to Sn)

Matrix crenulation

(vicinity of boudin)

Presence of Z-folds near B-t Presence of S-folds near B-t

Fig. 10 – Geometric criteria to determine the kinematics of the shearband boudins in

strike-slip shear zones. These criteria could be used independently as a first

approximation to kinematics of the boudin. However, to achieve a more consistent

determination it should be, at least, checked if two of those criteria are coincident,

because at HT shear zones the degree of structural breakdown could lead to a

perturbation of these relationships.



Examples Values
Designation Symbol Units Values Comments on

parameters 1 2 3

Foliation Sn Plane
orientation

Strike /
dip and
sense

Usually
corresponds to
the shear plane

340/80NE 340/86SW *

Bisector boudin
surface Bbs Plane

orientation

Strike /
dip and
sense

Contains Lb 353/85NE 330/84SW *

Boudin axis Lb Line
orientation

 Plunge /
trend

Contained in
Bbs 85/80 84/230 *

Blunt tip B-t - -
Defines the tip

point to
determines d

  

Internal asymmetry
width** d Length (cm) > 0

Measured on
Bbs and defined

by B-t
16,3 9,1 1,7

Angular
relationship** Ψ’ degrees 0-90º An indirect

measure of Ψ 73 53 15

Boudin length** L length > 0

Parallel to
boudin surface,
with endpoints

on c’ type-I

26,8 15,4 12,2

Boudin width** W length > 0 Perpendicular to
L 5,2 5,5 6,4

Secondary sintectic
shear plane c’ type-I direction azimuth

Is the linkage
shear plane

between two
adjacent
boudins

332 346 -

Inter-boudin
displacement** D’ length > 0 Measure on  c’

type-I 7 1,4 1,7

* Must be measured in the field; ** These parameters were measured parallel or sub-parallel to Lx (examples 1 and 2)
and with this assumption (example 3); As an exercise to illustrate the method it was, also, assumed that photo of
example 3 was taken perpendicular to the exposed boudin surface.

Fig. 11 – Application examples of the proposed method to shearband boudins (sub-

parallel to shear zone foliation) from different HT shear zones. 1 - MLDSZ; 2 - Porto-

Tomar-Ferreira do Alentejo Shear Zone; 3 - KaoKo Belt, Namibia (Goscombe and

Passchier, 2003). The kinematic analysis of all the examples using Bbs, B-t and c’ type-I



parameters indicates sinistral kinematic to example 1 and 3, and dextral kinematic to

example 2. In all the examples the several criteria used give the same result and are

consistent with each bulk shear sense.



Table 1- Classification of boudin types (adapted from Goscombe et al., 2004).

Kinematic Class
Boudin
Block

Geometry
Boudin Types Geometric description of boudin

Torn

No slip along the inter-
boudin surface Symmetric

Drawn

Orthorhombic symmetry that is
distinguished by the shape of inter-
boudin surface: straight in torn
boudins (with or without vein infill)
and smooth for drawn boudins

Antithetic
slip

Domino
(Etchecopar, 1977)

Monoclinic symmetry with an
angular rhomb-shape and sharp,
straight inter-boudin surface

Slip along
the inter-
boudin
surface

Synthectic
slip

Asymmetric
Shearband
(Swanson, 1992)

Monoclinic symmetry with rounded
and even sigma shape, and curvi-
planar inter-boudin surface



Table 2 – Most relevant geometric and kinematics parameters of boudins defined by Goscombe

and Passchier (2003) and introduced in this work. Sb is the original surface of boudin block with

host rock and represents the final external surface of boudin; Sib is the inter-boudin surface that

means, either a discrete slip surface separating boudins or an imaginary surface between two

adjacent boudins.

References Parameters Description

Lb Long axis of boudin, corresponding to the boudin edge, which
materialises the rotation axis in simple shear

L Length of boudin measured parallel to Sb

W
Width or thickness of boudin measured normal to Sb that is
always equal or smaller than the original thickness of
boudinage layer

D Lateral displacement between individual and adjacent boudins
measured parallel to Sib

Parameters introduced
by Goscombe and
Passchier (2003)

θ Acute angle between Sb and Sib quantifying boudin block
shape

c' type-I Orientation of secondary synthetic shear plane (c´ structure) in
which occurs the lateral displacement between adjacent
boudins; includes D’ and Sib

D’ Inter-boudin displacement measured between adjacent boudins,
along Sib; it is always lesser than D

Bbs Orientation of the boudin symmetry plane; contains the boudin
axis (Lb) and is defined by the intersection points between the
opposite sharp tips and the secondary synthetic shear plane (c’)

B-t
Blunt tip is the zone of boudin surface that corresponds to the
development of a convexity at the interface boudin/matrix with
c’ type-I

d
Measure of boudin internal asymmetry; line segment defined
on the Bbs, between diametric opposite B-t, which are defined
by its orthogonal projection on Bbs

Parameters introduced
in present work

Ψ‘ Angular relationship that is measured in function of the
opposite B-t positions



Table 3 – Comparison of the results obtained for shearband boudins parallel to the foliation by

Goscombe et al. (2004) with those obtained in the present work. The validity of the proposed

parameters is presented for the MLDSZ. Sn – foliation (main shear surface).

Parameters Goscombe et al. (2004) Present work (MLDSZ)

L/W 3.57 (mean)
3.34 (mean)

0.87 (min); 17.8 (max)

D’/W
2.20 (mean)

Value of D/W

1.6 (mean)

0.0 (min); 11.1 (max)

θ 39º (mean) 13.8º (mean); 9.0º (SD)

Bbs 337º (mean); 7.7º (SD)

c’ type-I 320º (mean); 13.7º (SD)

Bbs ∧ Sn

80% (valid values)*

7.7º (mean)

-14º (min); 30º (max)

c’ type-I ∧ Sn

84% (valid values)*;

8.3º (mean)

-39º (min); 36º (max)

Bbs ∧ c’ type-I

90% (valid values)*

16.3º (mean)

-37º (min); 47º (max)

B-t 98%**

d

98% (valid values)*;

17 cm (mean)

0.26 cm (min); 280 cm (max)

ψ’
98% (valid values)*;

45.7º (mean); 24º (SD)

* The value is considered valid when it is coherent with kinematic interpretation

** % of positive identification of B-t is coherent with kinematic interpretation




